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"An immensely valuable ocntribution. As the last generation of witnesses to the Holocaust testify to

its horrors, tehy must also testify to its heroes - those who risked all to safe lives. These movingly

told stories restore our faith in the human spirit."&#151;William Shirer "The mystery of the rescue

phenomenon will probably always elude us. As the rescuers' narratives in this remarkable volume

show, the acts of saving Jews seemed spontaneous and natural, and thus the mystery of the rescue

act begins to unravel radiantly. The insights which this interdisciplinary collection of essays subtly

pieces together s how in unique fashion the preconditions, or the possibilities, of individual and

collective courage." &#151;Dennis B. Klein, author of Jewish Origins of the Psychoanalytic

Movement A distinguished group of internationally known individuals, Jews and non-Jews, rescuers

and rescued, offer their enriching first-person accounts and reflections that explore the question:

Why did the Danes risk their lives to rescue the Jewish population?
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Why were we not taught about the amazing national acts of personal heroism and group passion to

save their fellow Jewish citizens during W W2? This 207 book combines articles by historians and

Jewish leaders with personal narratives of daring escapes to neighboring, supposedly neutral

Sweden. The underlying theme is one of profound Gratitude of ordinary Danish citizenry, who had

incorporated Jewish immigrants into their societyâ€”who insisted to the Nazis that there Was no

â€œJewish Problem.â€• We sympathize with decent Danes who had to choose between passive

resistance or overt actions of resistance--which put their livelihood and their very lives at risk. Topics



include: an overview of reasons for Danish resistance and rescue, the history of Jews in

Nazi-occupied Denmark, and a rabbiâ€™s history of Jews in Denmark in the 20th century. Five

personal narratives of desperate flight plans and imprisonment are recounted by Jews of various

ages: a teenage boy, an actor, and student. Creative means of resistance and sabotage were

carried to an art form by democracy-loving Danes, who are praised for their moral courage which is

unparalleled in all Europe. This fascinating volume concludes with a summary by Editor (and

contributor) Leo Goldberger of the five major factors which resulted in the spontaneous underground

uprising to rescue the Jews in Denmark. Excellent non-fiction about one of the darkest hours in

modern history--which provides an opportunity for the light of humanitarian valor to shine.

"The mystery of the rescue phenomenon will probably always elude us. As the recuers' narratives in

this remarkable volume shows, the acts of saving Jews seemed spontaneous and natural, and thus

the mystery of the rescue act begins to unravel radiantly. The insights which this interdiciplinary

collection of sessays subtly pieces together show in unique fashion the preconditions, or the

possibilties, of collective courage." DENNIS B. KLEINPLEASE Note: Unlike what it sais above, this

book is available again. It is NOT out of print!
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